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Has Documentary Failed? A Documentary Now! Event 

15 December 2018, Birkbeck Institute for the Moving Image 

Panel 2: Has Documentary Studies Failed? 

 

For A Creative Theory of Documentary in the Anthropocene 

(And: For all the Crossings, where is the Transdisciplinarity?) 

 

Some provocations by Silke Panse 

 

Given that documentary practitioners are increasingly their own theorists through practice-based 

research, what is the practice of documentary theorists? Are they merely there to document 

practitioners? What contributions do documentary theorists make that documentary practitioners do not 

do already? Documentary and what it documents are supposed to share the same world that their 

practitioners and theorists inhabit. This open field is an opportunity for creative theorists to insert 

themselves between the world, the documentary and the practitioner. But does the relation between the 

plane of documentary and the world it documents stop being open through the theorization by 

practitioners of their own work? Is there a hierarchy that turns practitioners into the sole authority of 

themselves and scholars into their mouthpieces? Is one to assume that everything in a documentary has 

been thought of by its maker? Where is the space for a creative theory that is not sealed off (and sold 

off?) through practice? 

 As a documentary practitioner who is also his own theorist, Werner Herzog has always opposed 

any theorization of his practice by others. For the most part theorists have repeated his theories about 

his practice, namely his central argument that fabrication generates a higher, ecstatic truth which is 

more profound than a mere accountant’s truth of facts. The intentional fallacy—that a work should not 

only be judged according to the intentions of its maker—did not apply to Herzog’s practice-based 
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research. Herzog did not want theorists to approach his documentaries in the same way that he 

approached reality, and so his theorists merely documented his words and became his accountants. 

They wrote books with titles like Werner Herzog, Filmmaker and Philosopher (2018) and Herzog 

could distract from the accountant’s truth of his own documentaries and the contradiction inherent to 

his theory—that even ecstatic truth needs material facts. Since the proliferation of ‘alternative facts,’ it 

has become more difficult to make the case that fabrication is always progressive, and it has gotten 

quiet around the celebration of Herzog. If theorists would have been more creatively independent from 

this practitioner, the difference between alternative facts and ecstatic truth would have become more 

apparent. 

 The answer to the question ‘Has Documentary Studies failed?’ also depends on what ‘Studies’ 

means, and if what is studied is regarded as separate from those who study it and the environment of 

their studies. In some countries, ‘Film Studies’ is thought of more as ‘film science’ (such as 

‘Filmwissenschaften’ in Germany), and the object of study is seen as a closed area that is examined 

from the outside and is not supposed to be altered by researching it. This ‘science’ might merely repeat 

already existing data that has been generated elsewhere, and is much in contrast to the theory 

potentially produced through practice-based research.  

 This issue of externality, that is, of how separate those examining are from what they examine, 

had of course frequently troubled observational documentary which was inspired by science, and has 

recently resurfaced when a film crew helped emperor penguins escape certain death while filming the 

wildlife documentary series Dynasties (2018). In what BBC Earth called an ‘unprecedented move’ 

of what has been referred to as the ‘penguin intervention,’ the code of wildlife documentary had been 

broken: should the film team have intervened given that through its intervention it had altered ‘the 

natural course of events’ (Mohdin 2018) and had become part of what it documents? Any question of 

documentary ethics that only takes into account the relationship of filming to what is filmed in terms of 

its medium and adheres to not influencing ‘the natural course of events’—which would have been the 
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death of these particular penguins of the endangered species—becomes hypocritical in the face of the 

interventions that humans continue to make into nature, and which have already caused large-scale 

extinction of species that will eventually lead to the extinction of humans including documentary 

practitioners and theorists. In the Anthropocene, there is no ‘natural course of events’ any more. 

Humans making documentaries cannot escape being part of the same world that they film and already 

intervene in just by being humans. 

 The question of how external documentary filmmakers are in relation to what they film then 

further raises the question of how external documentary theorists are in relation to documentary, that is, 

if Documentary Studies is merely there to document documentary? 

 While some documentarians now reject stories (Lebow 2018), as we have heard in the previous 

panel, art has a long tradition of being anti-narrative, and anthropologists have just discovered stories: 

Donna Haraway advocates for Storytelling as Earthly Survival (Terranova 2018) in the documentary 

about herself, and in The Mushroom at the End of the World (2018) Anna Tsing suggests storytelling as 

a method to disrupt the scalability in science ‘which demands the possibility for infinite expansion 

without changing the research framework’ (Tsing 2018: 37). That anthropologists are only now 

discovering storytelling can only be explained by ongoing divides between disciplines. For all the 

proposed crossings between species, disciplines are not really crossed here so much so as involuntarily 

transcended. In the same non-transdisciplinary vein, documentary scholars have only recently 

considered documentary as relational (Ginsberg 2018), twenty years after relational aesthetics 

(Bourriaud 1998) had been highly influential in art, but also after the documentary turn in art in the last 

decade was largely based on ignoring documentary studies of the last century. Taking all this into 

account, is transdisciplinarity even possible, nevermind across theory and practice?  

 Currently in art, there is a tendency to cut out the ‘middle medium’ that is documentary 

(perhaps also to avoid accusations of anthropocentrism and correlationalism), and to counter any post-

truth that documentary could partake in with materiality. There can surely be no lies if there is no 
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documentary. Only the material matters, and documentary does not count as material. There is merely 

the art practice of documentation that does not claim to be more than it documents. Things can only 

represent themselves, so there can be no documentary images of them. Or as the object oriented 

ontologist would say: once an object is in an image, it is not that object any more: all objects for 

themselves! It has also been argued that ‘nature is fully capable of documenting its own damaged 

condition and thus of representing itself’ (Schuppli 2018). Therefore, be it as art or nature, things 

can only document themselves. If it were down to art now, documentary too will become extinct.  

 Consequently, documentary is in a similar position to documentary theory: both are not the real 

thing. But if documentary cannot speak for things on the planet, and if documentary is merely a thing 

on this planet like any other, then also its maker cannot speak for it alone. 

 The documentary practitioner and theorist Trinh T. Minh-ha once famously said in a 

documentary she had made (Reassemblage 1982) that she ‘does not wish to speak about, only to speak 

nearby.’ But can then not also documentary theorists speak nearby documentary and documentary 

practitioners? 

 Documentary is unique since it is immanent to the world it is about, a world in which many 

disciplines, practices and theories proliferate. Documentary speaks about as well as nearby, it is 

external to what it documents as well as part of the same world. But so are its theorists. The relations 

between a.) things on the planet, b.) their documentary images and sounds, c.) practitioners and d.) 

theorists should be thrown up in the air and be always up for renegotiation. Given that documentary is 

based on the notion that it is about something other than itself, theorists are in the same relation to the 

world as the practitioners that make a documentary of it. If it would be merely a plane of images, a film 

would not be a documentary. Since things in and around documentary are situated in diverse relations 

and disciplinary worlds as well as on the same planet, documentary is per se transdisciplinary. But then 

another question arises: if everything on the planet that appears in documentaries is part of diverse 

worlds and disciplines, then what are the limits of writing about documentary?  
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